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CHAPTER I
INTBODUOTIO I
Despite great advance

in the e dueation of the deaf

during the pa t two centuries ., the commanding probl m is

still the acquisition of language.
score

of methods have been devi

Down through they ars

d and earne tly advocated

for teaching language to the deaf---as a. study by Nelson1 so

comprc

nsively reveals.

to be achieved.

The much d sired results have 1et

In this field of special

dueation there have been,

and will continue to be, ha.rd fought battles over methods,
syst ms, and pet theories.

Fortunatelyi however ., there is

practically unanimous agre ment on th barrier or language
in the

dueation of tb.e deaf child.

The followin� passage

was written by one of the strongest advocates of teaching
speech and speeoh reading:

WHAT IS THE DEAF CHILD'S GREATE.:>T M.EED? AL--nost
anyone who is asked this question ., if e has had no
contact with the education of the deaf, will reply
immediately, "Spe ch.'' That answer is wrong,. The
correct reply is, '*Language." • • • • Speech and
language ar-e by no means the same thjng, and l�
guage is by far the most important o the two.

l � rthel S Nelson ., "The Evolutionary P oeess of
·1ethods of: Teaching Language to t he Deai' with a Survey of
the Methods Now E.'mployed;" American Anna.ls of the Deaf,
94: 230-294; 354•396 ; 491•511, May, September'; November 1949.
2 Josepb1ne Timberlake (editorial) ,, Volta Revi�w ., 52:
156, April 1950,

In bis preface to Lassma.n's Lan@ase

ill�

2
P�e

Scho.ol � Child, Silverman stated, "Languc.ge is the key

stone upon which the successful education of the deaf
ultim tely rests.n 3 Another educator has co!Mlented t hat all
academic progress is

overned by mastery of , glish, as to a

considerable de .ree are the deaf person's social and economie

progress after he leaves schooi. 4

Languag Concepts
As pointed out by Grorr,5 the te

"Language" has a

meaning to teachers of the deaf which is narrower and more
specific than the concept entert ined by psychologists.

the former "langue.gen implies the correct use of English,

To

both spoken and written--the child's language ability is the

degree to which he oan expre

himself in good English.

To

the psycholo:;ist "language0 covers muoh more than mere -ram.

matical forms and their u age.

H

considers highly important

th sensori-motor and associative processes lnvolv d•

is certainly food for thou ht in th.e followin

There

criticism:

3Grace Harris Le. sman ,. Language .for the Preschool �
Cr..ild {New York: Grune & Stratton, I95or,p:-T.x ..
¼obia.s brill, "Language in the Advanced Grades," Volta
Review, 48:680, Novemb r 1946.
5Marne L. Grof£ "The Psychology of Language with Special
Referer:ce to the Deaf,'� American Anna.ls of the Deaf, 80:172,
¥.arch 1935.

3
If the teachers of the deaf would enlarge their
conception of "lan o.ge" to include the ... sychologist•s
vi wpoint ., in all probability a great many of th ir
burd ns mi ..;ht be lifted. If they would think of the
cquisition of language in terms o f neural processes
inst a.d of enti:r ly a matter of " ho n and "ho " ques -
t1on , a great deal of light might be shed on the need
for constant repet1 tions ., superiority of' one •.e�hod
of presenting material over another, � cetera.

he dev lopment of human language is, itself, the

development or thehuman mind.

It follo 11s that the educa

tion of.' thedeaf be¢omes ai if'ieantly the acquisition ot

language,

Function of Language

It might be ar

ed that language 1& not absolutely

necessary for human survival, but philologists present a. con

vincing ease in stating that it is lingual man1pul tion that

distin ishea man from animals.

purpose.

Language serves a definite

Language ., since its primary use is th interchange
of thoug ts between eocial beings, is imperative to
individuals as a means of communication. \,;ithout lan
guage it would be impossible for one to think with
accuracy or to r ason with rationality, except 1n a
z;y manner and only to a limited degreo. 7
The popular belief that there ean be no thought 1th ..

out language is incorrect.
6_!lli., p
7Nelson,

_QE,

It is possible to think 1n ten�s

173,.
ill,, P• 230.

4

of concrete pictures instead or words.8

Tb.1.s is particularly

true of the deaf child previous to his acquisition of' languar;e.
It is necessary to assume th.at man thinks first and then ex

presses his tbou0hts in words by some sort of translation once

language is utilized.

�,1ental imagery in general ua.s found to be diff rent

from individual to ir.dividual.

Images may be ( 1 ) visual,

(2) auditory, or (3) kinaesthetic.

The type of' memory image

that dominates in an individual has considerable influence

upon the et£ectivenees of the man and modifies both the eapa�
city for language and his al,i.11. ty in eerto.in professions. 9
In one study it was found that 90� of the subjects made most

use of visual 1magery.10

Acquisition of Lan

age

Th normal e}rl.ld' s acquisition of speech and la.n -uage

follows a fairly well-defined pattern.

In order come: (1)

the birth ory, (2) cries that express needs and desires,

{3) laughing, (4) babbling--vowel sounds first, (5) underp

standing of spoken language, (6) imitation of speech, (7) in

vented words, (8) speech to achieve something, (9) one-word

!.2Q

8walter B. Pillsbury and Clarence L. Meador, The Psycho
.2.f Lanb'"ll 5e {New York� D. Appleton and Company,'7:'9'28), p, 4.
9P1llsbury and Keador, .2.E.•
pp. 100-101.
lOibid., p. 101.

ill••

sentenees--nouns and verbs .first; prepo 1tions, pronouns,

s

ocnju.t'l.ctions, eto. , muah later, ( 10) sentence s and phrases
in haphazard order, (11) correct a ntences. 11 1he deaf

child*s progress halts somewhere between the third and fourth

stages, to remain at a standstill usually until he is expo$ed
to .formal education,

It is dur1.ng the .first years of life
that the mother-tonsue can be most favorably le-rned, 12 a

time during wh ich the deaf child is at a mark d disadvantage.
Hearing children automatically learn the nameij of
objects and aetions aud1tor1ally. that is, by hearing
them spoken over and o er. Gradually the association
of words 1th nmnes of objects and actions becomes
symbolized in their minds, $0 that th. e words t hey hear
come to havo definite conn ctions with th real objects
or aetions. After much repetition, attempts a:re made
by the children to imitate 1.hat they hear until the-y
are finally able to reproduce the languai;e in expres
sion or thei:r own thoughts and emotions, Conerete and
abstract terms which they hear through eonstant repeti
tion cling to their memories by a so.rt of na.tupal
a£f1nity� and a language pattern is automatically ab
sorbed. 1 .J
Tho congenitally dear� as well as those wh.o beeome

deaf 'bo£ore spe ah and language patterns are established,

must depend entirely upon visual and taetual stimuli and to

some extent upon residual hearing.

There a.:re no auditory

sensations to serve as associative link& between the visual

110 Seth and D" Guthrie, S£eeeh 1n Childhood, as quoted
by La.s.sman, .2£.. ill. , p. 46 •
12otto Jespersen, Lan&!age: Ita �ature, Develo ment,
� Origin (London: George Alien & Unwin, L€d •• 19�2 ,p. 141.
J..3

Nelson, .2£• ,ill,, P• 231.

1

6

or the symbol and its meaning. The visual 1 ord picture
must pass directly into meaning. 14 Likewise t he inner speech
iw�ge

pattern conducive to written language is absent .

The deaf ehild may be 0£ normal intelli gence, tut his

thoughts are suppressed by the lack
expre ssion.

or

a linguistic form of

In a similar manner he is unable t o share with

others the store of common thoughts.
these lines is s.rre ted.

His development along

Ingvar£Json asserts that:

The hearing ehild • • • • has acqui red a vocabulary
of 2000-3000 words, together with a large number of
ready�made phras s from colloquial l nguage, by the
time he begins hi s ehool education. The untrained
deaf enild ' s linqu.istic development at t hi s stage
{ ge seven ) can best be compared with that of a hear•
ing child at t he age of one year. 1 5
The Langua e Handicap o� the Deaf
For a long tim most psychologists held to t he theory

*' that deafness or whatever caused the deafness in some we.y

inter.fered with normal development of other parts of the nervous system, 1t 1
They believed the resulting retardation could

n ver be overcome .

The development of performance tests and

1�Pillsbury Q.nd Meader, .QE., ill• , pp. 9-10.
1 5Ivar M. Ingvarsson, " La.ngua. e Teaching in Sehools
f
ror the Deaf : PsycholoGical Aspects, American Annals -of the
!L.!f, 9 7 : 272, March 1952.
16Hallowell Davis (ed. ) Hearing and Deafnes s : A Guide
6
for Laf;en ( New York: Murray Hi!l Books;Ino . , 1947}, pp.

J7Ii'.-:37 •

non-verbal test

of intelligence di sproved t hi s beliei' .

7
An

edueational retardation of from two to five years is shown
by achievement t ots.

R tardation of the deaf child is not

so great in some subject matter fields a

in others.

This

retardation, moreover ; is due naturally t o t he language

handicap .

A beginning deaf child has no apprehen ion or
correct word order in a sentence . In expressing
his wants and thoughts he gives a mass of idea
tional or pantomimi c gestures with no logical
equenoe . Upon coming to school he has no vocab
ulary. Oftentimes, h· does not know his name, or
ros. l ize that he h as one. Hearing childre n, from
babyhood, hear thought expres sed in correct
order so often that t he pattern becomes instilled
in them automati eally. Their ole C l'ite ria for
judging logi cal sequence is whe ther or not i t
sounds right, whereas <leaf children have no criteria. 1 7
Qui t

often the trials of the deaf child in le rning

hi s native English language are likened t o t he di f.ficulties

involved in learning a foreign language .

Actually the dear

child ' s struggles are beyono. comparison beoa.use fl.D has no

language at hand to us
differen·c ton e .

in translation as doe

one s tudying

\01--d as sociations mu.st be lea ned very

painstakingly at what seems to be an exasperatingly

pace.

Teachers of the deaf have 1 arned t he har�

low

ay that

it is easier to tea.oh speech from scratch than to tee.ch and

develop the dea� child ' s le.nguage �

17Nelson, £.E•

ill• ,

P • 231 .

CHAPTER I I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS IMPLICATION'S
Characteristic o:f the language ha.ndicap of t he deaf

child are numerous specific types of errors.

Some of these

disabilities occur also in the language of t he normal child•

but here the '' correotion" process tends to eliminate such

mistakes a

others (1) eall attention to mutilated words not

understood or (2 ) m ke .fun of languar�e hich ttdoes not sound
right. » l

The deaf child lacks intuitive ev luation and self

censorship where language is involved ,.

In a languag spoken fluently no thought is required
for a p hrase once start d ., The woI"d S fuse by assoo1a•
tion into laI"ger 5roups, sentences, or phrases, and
these even m y associate into groups • • • • subject to
the censorship of past experience as to bot h matter
and t'o rm . c:.

rule

By censor hip is meant awareness that some definite

or grammar has been violated or that good practice is not

being followed .

This appraisal comes in the form of the

rre

qient vocalization of language subconsciously before it 1s

uttered or written to see if it "sounds right . n

lli

1otto Jespersen, Language :
Nature, Development,
and Origin ( London: George llen & Unwin, Ltd . , 1922 ) , p . 144 .
2�alter B
ill �bury and Clarence L. Meador, The Psycho1!8I of Language (New York : D . Appleton and Company, 1928 ), p . 202 .

9

The Problem

1 . Statement of tho _problem.

The purpos. e s of this

study are : ( 1 ) the collection of original compositions and

other forms 0£ written language of deaf children; ( 2) the

tabulation of errors in the form of the omission of necessary

words ; ( .3) the olassi.fication of these errors ace rding to
parts of sp ech; ( 4 ) aeoert ining the occurrence of these

omissions according to onset of deafne s-�congenital, before
age of f1. v e , o r aft.er age of five ; ( 5 ) inte rpretation of

these omi ssions a

to pos .s ible cause s ; and { 6 ) recommenda

tions ror instructional procedures toward reduction of this

type of language error.

this study is mainly applicable to

Tennessee School for the Deaf.

2 . Value 0£ sueh a study

The results of this

tudy

should have some implicati ons tor the writer and per}:laps other

language instructors as to t he need of greater attention to

certain parts of speech due to their frequent omis sion in the

written language of deaf children.

Th1s study may show la.ck

of emphasis on correctional measures .

It will point out the

need of research on specific errors rather than too much stress

on methods or systems of teaching language .

3 . Difficulties in eomEletina the study . Very few

inve sti gations have been made and repor·ted concerni ng the

speei tie errors made by deaf children in their ·rritten lan
age .

For thi

of findings.

reason ther

is little ba i

for comparison

Sinoe this study concerns only the written

10

language of deaf children in the advanc d grade

or one

school compar d with that of preparatory stude nts at

Gallaudet C ollege, there is a marked possibility that the
findings would not hol

true for a.11 schools for the deaf

due to the diffe rence s in instructional p�ocedures.

In tab

ulation of the omi ssion of nece s sary words it is often dif

ficult to decide - hat words ar absolutely required to ·ive

clarity and meaning to sent nce s .

Too often the corre cti on

of other types of errors i n the identical sentence produces

an almost completely rewri. tten sentence .

Omission of Necessary �ords
Jespersen asserts th.at all normal children at first

put important words together td thout eonnectlve words.

The

firet sentences are n echoi sms0 --mutilated forms of uh.at has
been heard� -charaeterized by haphazard word order. 3

\>,hen the deaf' child begins to use sentences ,. he ,
like the hearing child, uses nouns or verbs or both
and usually omits preposi tions, conjunctions , and
prounouns . . To any child, the importan parts of a
sentenc a.re those ords which i ndicate thinss and
people and the actions revQlving about both. �
Debusk point

out that errors whi ch persi e t are the

result of social imi tation and are fixed in the eh1ld • s
>Jespersen,

..2£• ill• , PP • 135-138 .

4-ora.ce �al"r-is Laseman, . Lan51:afe for the Preschool Deaf
Child 0 i$W York : Grune & Stratton,
95<:)f;

p;-51i-.

ll

speech long before he enters school. ;,

In a like manner the

deaf child ' s persistent omission of words mi
sort of habit after he enters school ,

t be the same

It is obvious that

h-1 s thinking 1n terms of word units instead of in phrases and

more complete units contributes t o the omission of necessary
worda .

According to modern linguistic psychologists , the
pht1asa is the primary linguistic unit in the poken
language . Attaching meaning to individual wo:rds is
a characteristic only of the s oondary lanflage-
the written fom in most modern languages •.

Hearing students continue to omit necessary words all

through their $ehool years,

One college English handbook for

freshmen refers to t he omission of necessary words as b eing
the ei

th most common e:rror 1n the average student theme. 7
Previous �ork alonry Tb se Lines

As enumerated among the dif'f'j_culties in completing this

study, there have been few, if any, inv sti gations relating
to the omission of necessary words by deaf children ..

Ameriean Annals of �

The

Q!.!! and t he Volta Review, two p riod-

5Burchart: 1·1 . DeBusk, � Persistence of' Lanm!age Errors
� School Children ( Eugene: Universi£y ofOregonPress,
1930}, Vol . 2 , No . 4 { Educational Seri e s ) , p. 89 .
6rvar M� Ingvs.rsson, "Language Teaching in Schools
:f'or the Deaf: Psycholo ;-ical Aspects ,. " American Annals· of the
�, 97 : 276, March 1952 .
1 John C. Hodges, Harbra.oe Handbook of English (New York :
lfa.:rcourt, Brace and Company, 1941 J, :p .,, 2597".footnote } .

12
1cals which faithfully report new developments, oontain some
pertinent discussions on the use of the aTticles but e all
little or no attention to their omi s sion .

In. 1936 an analysis of errors in the wri tten composi

tions of de af children was r eported by Thomps on6 in summary
form.

Th.is investigation used 16 1 000 compositions by

Boo

deaf children in 10 schools for the deaf and was made pos
sib1e txu-ough a Federal Emergency Relie f Administration
grant .

The

Boo

deaf ehildren in this s tudy were grouped

according to the onset and degree of deafness , and a tabula
tion wa.e made or the incidenc of specific errors per 1000

runninn; word s as indicated in Table I.

On".ission of' articles

and om· ssion of necessary words were saored separately, but
t

omission o:f nece.ssa.ry words was the leading single t ype

of e rror for all exeept t he group in wb..ich the onset of deaf

ness was after t he age of five •.

An investigation such as the one reported by Thompson

would be beyond the scope of a single individual.

The possible

benefits of an analys.is of' the specific ei-rors are beyond
contemplation, bu

explored .

as yet this field of research has not been

8w.1 111e.m H .., Thompson, "An analysis of Errors in \ ri tten
Composition by De f Chi ldren, " American Annals �f the �•
81 : 9.5-99 , · reh 1936
1J

13
TABLE I
AVERAGE NUMBER OF NECESSARY WO�DS OMIT
CHILDREN PER 1000 'JORDsa

Omi$sions

Article s

Other hord

Total
Omissions

Deaf before five
· Congeni tal
Total Partial Total Parti al

J

5

3

3

16

2 -r''?

lJ

17

19

30

16

20

D BY DEAF

Deaf after five
Total Partial
6
10

16

2

ll

13

asouree : r-1illiam H . Thompson, " An .Analyai s of .6rrors
in Written Composition by Deaf Children, " Ame rican Annal £!
the �, 81 : 99 , March 1936 ( abridged table).

\

Organization of Succeeding Chapters
,,

14

·ubsequent o.na.pters of thi s s tudy wi ll consider phase

of the problem as follows :
Chapter I I I

The nature o f th.e written compositions used in this

study will be di scussed .

The p:roeedures of ascertaining the

omitted nece s sary words and their re sulting classification
according to parts of speech will be outlined.
Chapter IV

In this chapter the findings wi ll be detailed td th

appropriate tables .,

Explana·tions and c omment will be made to

clarify the more signi.ficant results .

Chapter V
Conclusions and reeommendationa will be made with refer

ence to existing me thods used in corre cti ng written language .
Suggestions -1111 also be made ragardi.ng teaching 111othods.
Cha;eter VI

The final chapter will be in the nature of a summ.aey of

the s tudy in all its aspects--purpose, procedures, findings ,
conclusions, and re commendations .

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY
To det rmine the nature of nece ssary words emitted by

deaf students a total of 501 specimens of written compositions
by

55 students in the advanced classes ( grades six through

ten) at Tennessee Sehool for t he Deaf was studied .

These

items, representing efforts at various times during t he 1950-51
and 19 51-.$2 school yea.r s , i_ncluded letters t o parents 1ritten

on a bi-weekly bae1s 1.n the claasrooma, book repol'"ts, dally
j ournals, friendly notes, and themes assigned as a part of

daily classwork.

'While the ma jority of these papers were

large number of

pe aimens w ere f ound in term examinations .

colleeted after the student had seen the corre ctions , a
The student

had no knowledge o f the ultimate use of t heir

papers in this study .

In order to p:r;-ovide some basis of comparison of the

nature of omi tted words on a qualitative basis, one hundred
ninety- th.re

impromptu themes written by

55

stud nts of the

19.51- 52 preparatory class at Gallaudet College we1•e obtained.

The se students are products of s ohools scattered all over t he
United States and include a few representatives from foreign

countries .

Since their admission to college was based upon

eompetitive ex ami nations, they ean be aonaiderod t he best deaf
students s far as lan age ability is eoneerned.

Their
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omissions of necessary words, while f
. ewer 1 n proportion,

provide comparison as to the types of errors .
Classification of Students
mhompson 1 s tabulation of el'ro:rs raad

by deaf children

in their written composition made classifications as to the
nature and onset of de fness as follo ,s . ( 1 ) Congeni tal,
( 2 ) Adventitious-•before five year

tious--after .five year

of age.

of age, and ( 3 ) Adventi 

He further deter.mined whether

able I ,

deafness was total or partial in each clas si.f'ica.tion.

an abridgement of Thompson ' s summary, truces only the ave:rage

number of errors made by totally e.nd partially deaf ehildren;i

Classification of TSD Students

Fot• the purposes of this study the

55

students in the

advane&d classes at Tennessee School t:or the Deaf were grouped

into three classifications : ( 1) Congenital, (2) Advontitious -
before five, and ( 3 ) Adventitious--after five .

re or

Since

the children involved pos sess usable hearing, the :re

division into totally or partially deaf groups .

\·l�.s

no

Thi s infor

mation was obtained f rom individual reeoros on file in the
prineipal • s office . as to nature and onset of deafness.

I t is

necessary to state h re that it is ex tremely difficult to

determine the lin

of demarcation between deafness at bit'th

and deafne ss which occurs during infancy.

O f the

55

tudents

whose specimens of compositions a r included in this study,

27 are congeni tally deaf', 18 became deaf be.fore the age of
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tive years , and the remai ning 10 became dear a£ter the age
of .five .

Tho se few students possessing usable hearing or

those few who have public s.ohool experience s.re not consid

e red above the average as to language

b111 ty.

C lassification of Gallaudet Students

A s or11e't!iho.t dit'fe nt cla.ss1.f1ea. t1 on was n ceasary foll

the Gallaudet Coll ge preparatory students .

On b

ia of

1n1'onn-e.tion marked on their> papers these 55 individuals are :

( l } Congenitally deaf, ( 2 ) Adventitiously dea.f ... •without regard

to age of onset, and ( 3) Hard ...of-hea.rin·..,. ,.

20•15-20 students , re spectively .

The breakdown was

Gallaudet Goller-:e • a large

nw.nber of students with usable he aring inolud&s many who have
never attended a s ehool for t.he deaf , as well ae several who

lost their hearing at a eomparati.vely late stage of their
education .

A Japanese and a Hindu are inoluded, and their

omi ieion of necessary words stems from the diffi culties in•

volved in the transition from their native language to English

in addition to thei r dearness .

Classification of Om.itt d Words
In tabulating the omission of nece ssary wo rds it was

necessary to ela.$s1fy- the errors according ·t o gram..'l.1.a tieal
rules and usage .

Eeeause inte rjeetions are almost never

found in the written compositions of deaf children, and

because they are not often necessary for the pu rposes of
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clarity and good usage the eight parts ot' speech were redue d
to seven -.-nouns,. pronouns, verbs, adverbs , adjectives , prepo

sitions and con junctions .

Articl·es,. held to be a special cl.ass of a.d jeetives in

the strictest grammatical sen se , were tabulated as a sepa�ate

ea.tegory of omissions du to t heir reponderanoe.

and indefinite articles w ere li s ted separately

Definite

lthough they

are considered as one item for most phases of this study .

ment of'

In cases where there was reason to question the as sign
rrors, Lonz.,an ' s Ensl1 sh Gramr r was used as the

authority .

Samples of each type o f omission are giv n in the

appendix.
ouns

o distinction was made betw en common and proper nouns.
a le£t

An omi sion was charge

when part of a proper name

also tabulated as part

of mi s sin - prepositional. phrases .

out, which proved to 'be a frequ nt type of error.

ouns w re

Pronouns
There was no especial problem involved in consideration

or the neces stty of inserting pl'onouns.
Verbs

Omi ssion of Auxiliary verbs was a .maj or obstacle in

listing errors.

It wa

arbitrarily decided to consider as an

omission the .failur

to write the complete verb phrases.

we.a particularly so in the instanc s where �,
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Thi

B!!• and �

were ealled £or to maKe s ntenees oon.fo!'m to the perfect tense.
Adve rbs

Omi ssion of adve:rbs wa

not eharged unl.e s

1t was

absolutely necessary to elar1fy sent nees by giving the time,

place, or rea on • . Context was tho det nnining factor 1n list
ing borderline errors.
Adjectives

This study con idered only neces sa:rtl: words, and ad jec

tives usually are components of expres sive and speci fic

lan

age which are used little by deaf children.

As in the

case of adv rbs , the nature of' the context was th governing
factor in cha.rgin t::. omission of· ad jectives.
repositions

Pr posi tions were omitted eith r as (1 ) the preliminary

word showing relationship or (2 ) part of a mi s ing prepo itional
phrase .

If one word of a compound preposition was omitted, it

was scored as an error.
Conjunctions

Con juncti ons were omitted before the last 1tem of a

series, where necessary to avoid run-on sentence s , and where

called for to introduee coordi nate or subordinate clauses .
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Arti cles

Exeept to point out that the omission o f artiel.es of\en

oeourred aft r the first noun of a aeries, 1 t was not dirfioult

to elas sify this type of error.

'.r ree.tment or Infini tives

or adjectives, according to their funttional usage ae parts ·Of
sentence$ ,.

Thia was too ease re gardless of t he two poss ible

-

omissions••le.ok of t he prefacing to or laek of t he ent1:re
-

infinitive phrase ,

Me thod of Tabulation
A separate tabulation was made of omissions for each

ole. $i.fi eat1on ot deafne s s, making three score :;,heeta for the

adva.nc d s tudents ai» Tennessee School fex• t he Dear a.s w ell as
three tallies for the Gallaudet College p�eparatory elasa .

All tabulations were orosa•cheeked ror aeeuraey-�totals fov
all omi:ui.tons were checked against sp�c1fie omis sions in

sub�groups and whole groups.

· 1ost of the specimens of oompos1 t1ons involved :h...ad

!:llready been co:rr•ected and attention called to om1 tted words

either by insertions or use of c rets to indic te l aek of
es sential worda or phrases .

Houever, all papers

ere read

tm-cugh again and other omissions thus. f'ouna m de this pro•

eedure worthwhile .

CHAPTER IV
FINDIHGS
The intent of this study was to analyz

the omission

of necessary words on a qualitative rather than on a quant ..
1tat1v

basi s.

Aooo rdingly each type

or omi sion was studied

in light of' i ts relationship to the total o:misaions.

was no other mean

t Tennessee

There

available for comparing the advanced students

chool for the Deaf with those in th preparatory

class at Gallaudet College .

Om1as1ons by TSD Student
From the SOl specimens of compositions written by

students in the advanced ola

Deaf a t otal
Table II.

e

55

at Tenne ssee School for the

or 2654 omissions were tabulated as shown in

Fully one -fourth ( 25 . J� ) of the �e neees ary words

omitted were articles .

Following in rank were verb

prepositions ( 13 . 67& ) , nouns (13.0.,o) , pronoun

( 17 . 7� ) .

(10. 5�., h

( 9 . 2% ) , ad j ect1ves ( 5 . 5J<! ) , and conjunctions { 5 . 2,, } ..

dverbs

Omi ssion of necessary articles was so pronounced that

inclusion of addi tional speoimene of compositions could hardly
be expected to change the top ranking.

Verba ranked so high a -

the second leading type of error as also to be unquestioned .

A virtual ti

between prepositions and nouns for third place
,,

points to the possibility that the s e type s of' omissions are
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TABL II
OMISSION OF NECESSARY 1..:· oRD BY STUDENTS
IN ADVArCED CLASSES AT TSD

Type
of Omissi on

Articles

Pe r cent of
Omissi ons

672

25 . 3

17 . 7

Verbs

469

Prepositions

360

.i: ouns

344

13 . 0

245
145

9.2

ronouns
.Adverbs

Adj e c tive s

Conjunctions
Total s

280

1,19
2 62!t

13 . 6
10 . 5

5.5

2• 2

100. 0

of equal 1mportanoe ..
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Likewise there is not much differenee

between the rankings of pronouns and adverbs .

Adjective s

and conjunctions, as the last two items , could easily be

reversed -.

Omissions by Congenitally De�f S tudent

or

the

55 students whose co . position 1ere studied,

nearly ha1f ( 27) were classified as b eing congenitally deaf.

Their omission� so greatly a!'feoted the t ot ls ror the entire
group that it was not surprising to find that their erro�s

had the same ranking and approximately the
as for t.�e whole group�

rune p reentages

Again the om1 Psions were ( 1 ) articles

{ 26 .4;t ) . ( 2 ) ve rbs ( 17 .4; ) , ( 3 ) prepositions ( 14.4% ) , ( 4 ) nouns
( 13 . 0% } , ( 5) pronouns ( l0 ,. 0%) , (6) advorb

tives ( 4 . 9% ) , and ( 8 ) eonjunctions

(4. 5% ) .

{ 9 . 4�) t ( 7 ) ad jec

Table I I I shows the tabulation of omissions by these

students .

Again the rankings are not so clear out :following

articles and verbs .

The congenitally deaf s tudents made 1506

errors out of 2654 omissions for �he entire group.

Referenee again to Table I ( summ ry of Thompson ' s study }

shows that the congenitally deaf had a mueh higher rate or

omissions per 1000 running words of written composition than
the other two groups- �those adventitiously deaf be fore rive

and after five ..

Omisa i ona by Advent1t1ousl1 Deaf before Five
£1ghteen out of the

55 students were classified as being
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TA LE I I I
0 1I S I ON OF NECESSARY WORDS BY CONGENITALLY DEAF
STUDENTS IN ADVANCED CLASSES AT TSD

Type

of Omission

Articles
Verbs

Prepositions

Nouns

Pronouns

Adverbs

Adjective

Conjunetions
Total s

Nw ber of
Omissions

Per e nt of

262

17 . 4

Omi ssi ons

398

26 . 4

14.4

217

13 . 0

195

10 . 0

150

9.4

142

4. 9

74
68

1206

!!•2

,______..,.

__100 . 0
,..
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adventitiously d af before· the age of five .

Th 831 omissions

noted in th ir c ompositions again showed the same ranking

.for the entire group .

This time , however , ther

diff ranee betw en successive rankings .

Th

as

wa.s a wider

big three w re

( l) articles--25. 8�;, ( 2 ) verba ... -17. 5%, and ( 3) pr positions-

lJ . 61.,.

•roose per cents are almost duplicates oi' those f'or

the entire group .

There is not much d1fferen e be t ieen the

rankings of nouns and pronouns as e. glance at Table IV shows,

the per cents be1n

11. 9 and 11 . 0, re epectively .

Adverbs made

up 9. 1% o.f tho omissions ; adjectives were seventh with 6 t l;6;

and con junctions were last with 5 . 0�.

These figures indicate that students who become deaf

before th age of five tend to m ke the srune kinds of omissions
as those congenitally dear .

Toge ther these two groups are by

far the majority of the students found in any school for the

deaf ., and it is their omi ssions wb..: oh mus t rate the greatest

conside ration in language work .

Otn1ss1ons by A,dv ntitiously Dear after F'ive

Deaf children who acquired speech to somo degree before

beooming adventitiously deaf aft r the age of five presented

an e ntirely different rankin; of omissions .

The differences

in rankings may be misleading due to the small number of
students and c omposi tions used in thi study.

55 students are in thi s classification.

Only ten of the

There is a diff'erence of less than one per cent i n the
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TABLE IV

OMISSI ON OF NEC.ESSARY WORDS BY ADVENTITIOUSLY DEAF
( BEFORE FIVE ) STUDENTS IN ADVANCED CLASSES AT TSD

1fy:pe
of Omission

Arti cle s

Verbs

Prepositions

Nouns

Number of
Omissions
214

145
116

99

Per cent or
Omissions
2.5 , 8

17 , 5

13. 6

11. 9

Pronouns

91

11 " 0

Adjectives

50

6,1

Adverbs

Conjunetion a

Totals

75

Y:l

831

9.' 1

5. o

100 . 0
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the omission of verbs ( 19 . 6% ) and articles (18 . 9% ) , but the e

again produced most of the errors.

Prepositions dropped all

t� way to sei.·enth place as u type of omission.

Conjunctions

tended t o be 13.f't out to a greater extent ,. ranking fS.fth .

Table V shows that _nouns and pronouns were thi rd and fourth

respectively ., and that adverbs and ad j ectives w ere not often

omitte d .

Rankings of the e i .:-ht type s of omissions made by the

entire group compared wi th those ma.de by the group adventi -

tiously deaf after five showed a very low positive o orrela.tion

--enly . 60 by the Spearman fomula.
is found in Table

Arti cle.a .

v.

The data for this group

The definite article tbe was omitted more

-

--·

often than the indefinite forms a and an.

O

ssion of the

articl.es at the beginninr.: of sentences was ne ligible .

The

most frequent omi ssion of these neee sary prefixes was after
the first noun in a series and in cases where ad j ective s or

adverbs preceded nouns.

defini t e article

It i s worth mentioni ng t hat the

!h!, was quite often absent when necessary

to identify proper nouns.
Verbs .

Omiss i on o f the auxiliaries was most colT!I\lon

al though verbs and verb phrases w ere :frequently :missing .from

both coordinate a nd suboroinate e ls.uses.

auxiliary verbs,

In the case of the

!!.!!! and the perfect tense pre.fixes o f has,
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TABLE V
OMISSI ON OF NECESSARY ORDS BY ADVEl"TrrIOUSLY DEAF
( APT"""R FIV.2 ) S UDENTS IN ADVANG D CLA�SES AT TSD

Type
of Om1.ssj.on
Verbs

Article
Nouns

Pronouns

Number of
Omissions

62

60

18. 9

39

12 . J

50

28

21

6.6

30

Prepositions

27

Adje ctives
Total

15. 8

9.5
8 .8

Conjunctions

Adverbs

19. 6

3 17

8.5
100. 0

..
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-

and had were conspicuously omitted .

The single words con!:lti tuting preposi

:Prepositions .

tions were left out more o f-ten than complete prepositional

phrases .

Use of compound prepositions was too rare as to

result in omissions of one of the words.

fil!h wero noticeable omissions.
than a

Nouns .

wholes.

To, at, in,
-

and

Proper nouns were more often omitted in part
Nouns were ofton rn.1 sins whe re needed to

make t he subjects o:r els.uses clear .

Another form of o. is ion

was tho failure to use nouns following prope r ad jectives- for ex

ple, � in the phrase " the Central High School te m. n
The se omissions followed several patterns,

ronouns .

one the most frequent o f which was as the mi sing s ub ject of

sentences in colloquial form--" (I } Will see you soon. " - -being
typi cal ..

P ro11ow1.s wer omitted often in the objective ca:\e.

� was often left out as an indirect object.
Adverbs .

most often.

t1ords denoting time and place were omitted

There, as an ex pletive adverb, tends to be left

out by deaf children.

The negative form ,!12! is o.fteu missing

from sentences where the meaning elea�ly calls for its
i nclusion.

omissions .

Again and

Adjeatives.

!22n also figured prominently as

Lack of demonstrative ad jectives and the

omission of the limitinr adjective � we!"e eoromon errors.
Omission of this part of �peach ranked low because . 'While
the use of adjectives w ould have bo n in the inte rests of
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TABLE V I

OMISSION OF N CESSARY \ ORDS BY STUDENT;:, IN THE
PREPARATORY CLASS AT GA LAUDET C OLLEGE

Type

of Omi ssion

Art1 ol s

Preposi tions

Wumber of
Omissions
92

77

P ronouns

75

Nouns

49

Verbs

70

Adverbs

36

Adje c tives

21

Conjunctions
eta.ls

35
J±61

Per cent or
Omissions

19. 9

16. 7

16. 2

15 . 3

10 . 6

7.8
7. 6

5.9

100.0
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clarity and better expr asion, these words could not be
construed as hein . absolutely necesaary.
ConjW7-ctions .

le eonjunotions were sometimes miss-

--

e re omitted on numerous occasions where

ing where necessary to introduee

---

two :forms and and or

ubordinate els.us s , the

they should have pre ceded the last items of series .

Omissions by Gallaudet Preparatory Students
Articles were the most frequent type of' omis sion by

the Gallaud t Coll ge preparatory class students in tb.eir

impromptu themea , the topics of whi oh were usually quotations
from literature .

Of the 461 omissions o f ne cees�ry worde

or one-fifth wer

articles .

tabula .ed from 193 compositions by

55

students , 19 .. 9 per cent

Preposition , p�onouns , and verbs ce....'l'!le next in the

order named, b ut t,ney were cl ose 1y grouped with l 6 • 71a.:"', l6 . 2'j.7,
'1
and 15 , .3:/4 of the om1 S$ion.a , respectively .
eonstitutint 10. 6� of the omissions .

Next ea.me nouns

As Table VI shows, there was almost no di.f.ference in

the laek of adverbs (7. 8% ) and c.onju.nctions (7 . 6%) , .

i n rank were ad jective

(5 •. 9it> ) .

_O_
mi
_
s____b-y_C__o_n-g._
enitally De f

Las t

tudents

· "riting on the same topi c

as the other 3 5 students

in the preparatory class , the twenty students classified as

congenitally deaf made well over half t be errors of omission
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TABLE VI I
OMIS ' I ON OF liIECESSARY WORDS BY COMGENI1r ALLY DEA
UD • TS
IN THE PREPARA'-L OR CLA "S AT GALLAUD
COLLEGE

Number of
Omission

Per cent of
Omi sions

Verbs

42

18. 0

Pronouns

33

14 11 1

Nouns

Conjunc tions

23

Adjeetives

17

9.8

16

Type
or Omission

Prepositions
Arti cle s

Adverbs

Tota.ls

46

41

16

2J!J:

19 .7

17 • .5

7.3

6. 8

6. 8

100 ! 0
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of the entire group.

Prepositions oe.me first with 19 . 7 per

eent of the omissicms, c losely followed by verbs ( 18 . o� ) and

articles { 17 . 5% } .

Pronouns accounted for 14. 1 per cent; of the omissions .,

A few more or a feu less specimens o:f compositions very likely

would have changed the rankings of the remaining three types
of om1 $sions•-conjunotions� ad jectives, and adverbs .

Table VII shows the omis sion of necessary words by

theee congenitally deaf students at Oallaudet College .

Many

of the themes were final drafts, and it was obvious that with

each draft some of the earelees erPQrs wero corrected by the
students themselves .

Only the r:ussing words in the final

drafts were tabulated for tha purpose s of this study .
�ssione by Adventitio4ely Deaf Stu?,ents

Since the fifteen adventitiously deaf students made

only 68 of the 461 errors of their class . the rankings and per

cents of their omissions have little eignificanoe.

Nouns •

pronouns . verbs , and articles were the t op foul? classes of
omitted words, but scant emp.hasi . can be given to tl1e1r

rankings in that succession.

?reposi tions were fifth with 11. 8 per cent , but they,

along l-d. th conjunctions, adjectives, and adverbs ; were too

few in numbeP to enable valid listings of relative importanoe
to be made .

Table VI II gives the tabulation :for this group of

Gallaudet College preparatory s tudents.
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TABLE VIIJ
OJ ISSI ON OF NECESSARY WORDS :Y ADViiN1.rITI OUSLY DEAF
3 UD !Tb IN THE PREPARATORY C LA " 8 A'l1 GALLAUDET C OLL.6GE

Type
Omission

Number of
Omissions

Pronouns

12

Nouns
Verbs

Article s

Prepositions

Conjunctions

Adjectives
Adverbs

Totals

13

11
11

8
6

4
j

68

Per cent of
Omissions
19. 2

17. 6
16. 2

16. 2

11. 8

8.8

5.8

Y;•�
100 . 0
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Qnussions b? Ha.rd-of-Hearing Students

The twenty students classified as being ha.Pd-of-hearing

had o.misa1ons of necessary words w hi ch reveal a definite

pattern.

Articles w ere the chief offenders ... -25 . 1 per eent

o:f the omitted words ,.

Pronouns were second wi th 18. 9 per cent .,

Prepositions

made up 14 . 5 per een·c of the nlissing words, and the re was

a. tie for roul"th :rank between verbs a nd ad.verbs-...both 10- 7

per eent.,

There was li ttle margin be twe,s:n nouns and con

junc tions, with ad jective s eoming last .

Omissions by the hard-of ...hea:ri ng students were of

almoe� . the same :rank a.s for the entire grou.p ...

A comparison

of Table VI ( entire group) with Table IX {hard-of�hearing

students } shows that for t he latter pronouns we?'e ahead of

preposi tions for second place , and adverbs outranked nouns .•
Oompari sons
On aceount of the dif.ference s in alassification of'

the �ubgroup-.s, only a compari son of whole groups 1.s .feasible

--the advanced students at Tenne ssee School .for the Deaf' and

the preparatory students at Gallaudet Colle ge .,

happened to have

Both groups

55 individuals whose specimens of composi

tions were eoneidered .

Mo· at ei gnifi oant of all i s the finding that omission

o:f article s co.mes .first for both groups !'

By oom.pal"ing

Tables I I and VI it may b@ seen that preposi tions are high
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TA E IX
OMI SION OF .NECESSARY \· ORDS BY RARD ... Q -F...EARI HJ

I.)

UDE ·Ts rr THE Pn.BPARATORY CLAS� AT GALLAU:OET C0.1.tL.(!;GI:

!ype

of Omission

Articles
ronouns

Prepositions
Ve rbs

Adverb

Nouns

Con junctions

Ad.jeotives
Totals

Ru."11ber of

Omiasions

40

30

23
17

17

25. l
18 . 9

14 . 5

10 . 7
10. 7

13

8 .2

7

k-•4

12

l a6 .

7 .6

100 . 0

in rank on both lists• . Adverbs occupy sixth rank as words
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omitted by both groups • . Ad jectives and con junctions oring

up the rear although they are reversed in place s • .

Using the rank-difference method (Spearman) the

coe.f.ficient of correlation between the two groups as to types

of omissions was .found to be fairly hi gh-#a positive correla

tion of . 88 • .

Since thi s study was concerned mainly with the omission

of necessary words by advanced students at Tennessee School

for the Dear, no attempt was made to consider the speciric
errors of omission of each type by the Gallaudet College

preparatory students . , It is suffi cient to s ay that their
omissions i n detail -were of similar nature, .especially as

re ga.rda auxiliary vei->bs and artieles . ,
Omis sion of the Articles

Table X gives a comparison of the omi s sion of the def

inite and indefi nite articles by the two groups of students . ,

The definite article � was more apt to b e omitted than the
lndefinite forms a and an.

Of the 762 articles omitted by the advanced students at

TSD, 396 or .58. 9, per cent were the definite article . , Fifty
one out of the 92 articles omitted by the Gallaudet College

preparatory students were the definite the, 55. 4. per cent
the total ,. .

or
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TABLE X
COMPARISON OF DEFINITE AliD Il DEFINI'I'' , ART ICLEB
OMITTED BY DEAF S'.J.lUDENTS IN CONPOSI TIO lS

Articles

Definite (� )
Indefinite

Totals

( ,!, !,!! }

Advanced Students
at TSD
Number Per oent

39 6

58 . 9

Prep Students
at Gallaudet
Number Per cent

Sl

55.4

276

4L, l

41

44 . 6

162

1 00 . 0

92

100 . 0

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATI ONS
Why do deaf stude nts tend to omit so many necessary

words in their written compositions?

The reason for this

type of error are complex and equally applicable to t he
other ki nds of errors they make to some extent.

Reasons for Omission of Necessary Words
I t has been noted that the normal hearing child goes

through a stage of speech development during whi ch he omits

words other than the all-important nouns and v erbs.

As he

begins to take notice of the more highly developed language

of others, he makes h1 s own corrections by imitation.

The

deaf child ' s only avenue to a better language pattern is

through visual stimuli admittedly less re ceptive than the
auditory means.

So great is the retardation educationally

the deaf child does well to close the gap to about two years

in the intermediate grades.

It is not the fact that he

lack s intelligence but that in the absence of language his
mental development proceeds at a slow pace .

Concei vably many omissions of necessary w ords coul d

be avoi ded if the deaf ehi ld 1 s reading ability progressed to

the poi nt where he could be aware of what constitutes good

I

usage and thus to be able to utilize intuitive self- correction
in his written langua�e.

The normal child senses that his

J

language i .s not corre ct in keeping with good usage--i t does

not sound right.
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It would be log1eal to as sume that the

deaf child should be able to realize in a similar manner that

his written language does not look ri ght e

Unfortunately read �

ing ability and language ability are too closely bound toget.J.! r .

I f the deaf child ' s language ability is l ow, ra s reading

p rowess is invariably low, too, l avin0 him no crutch to serve
in the role of self-censorship ,.

Another .factor responsible for omissions and the other

language disabilities is the lack of sufficient r epetition and
usage by the d af child.

His sum to tal of everyday written

and spoken language is but a small proportion of hi s normal

brother' s constant uaage of English.
laeks the· bene.f1 ts of repetition.

Even then his output

In the normal proeess o.f

speech and language development a single word may be repeated

hundreds or even thousands of times before i ts meaning becomes
fixed and before it becomes part of a child ' s vocabula

•

No

amount of teaching and drillwork will compenaat$ for the lack
of usage because

Language is learned through usage--not built up
lo ·i cally or grammatically. Grammar was formulated
from language, and not the other w ay around • • • • •
e
I t is frequently advisable to sacrifice some de
or grammatical accuracy to a greate r freedom of
e:xpressif n and the use of idiomatic ., colloquial
English.

Tobias Brill , " Language in Advanced Grades , n Volta
Review, 48 : 681 .

Although the learning of a foreign languag
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is hardly

eomparable to t he aequisition of Engli h by the deaf child;

one signifioant parallel can be dra m.
fore

The student of a

language tends to produc what seems to a n tive a

stiff and stilted style ,

I t is only through constant asso

ciation with tho e natives plus long practice and usage that
the student ' s lin ., al ability is a.ahleved .

Therefore, only

by similar practice and usage can the deaf child be expected

to . become proficient in the utilization of Eng1ish.

As re�

spects usage--memory plays a large part because, unless the

deaf child can reniember wi th r asonable accuracy what is

correet, there will be no improvement in expression.
The deaf child ' s visual imag ry, with it

all too great

re11ance upon eonorete ob jects, is a great handicap.
thereby result in countless word omissions.

uage become

Gaps

Ob jective lang

dominant to the saerifioe of sub jective and

figurative language.

Much bas been said and written about

the deaf child ' s dift'i culties in dealin with the abatr ct .

Dootor2 , in citing a statement by Hel n Keller to the street
that the education of t he deaf was a far greater problem than

the eduea ion of the blind , pointed out that teaching the
abstract to tl
language,

deaf 1

inseparably bound to th teaching ef

Likewise, in discu ssing t he abstract, Irion stated :

2 Po r1e v . DoQtor, " on Teaching the Abstract to the
Dear, Volta Review, 52 : 547, December 19 50.

The highe r type of mentality deals very largely
with abstFaetiona . That type or mentality would be
utte rly impossi ble if it we re not fo� some type of
sign or symbol whi oh be come s the embodiment of the
abstraction . . . . .. Mentality is dependent upon
the development of language • .3
till another reason for the omission of neces sary

words in the written compositions of' deaf children is the

very nature of the sign language whi ch t.ends to become their

most common means. of commu.n1 ca.t:l on outside the classroom.

One description of the sign language w hich emphasizes its

responsibility ror habits of o · ssion state

that

The language 1tself ia a hi gnly elliptical or
abbrevia.t d or eontracted form of human discourse .
It is not re lly composed. of words as words e.re
generally w-iderstood. Its vocabulary consists
only of whatever forms of expre ssion are possible
with the movements or position of' the body, limbs,
fingers, and facial casts or shiftings � In it
phrases or " wordsn that are not strictly ne cessary
have no place .
ynonyms are scarce • Formal syntax
i s largely absent ; grammatical distinctions may be
introduced only in restricted measure. Parts of
speech may be said to exist only wi thin uncertain
bounds • • • • • The sy tem of si gns follows ordin ry
language in only limited dog:ree , largely d eparting therefrom in its construction , especially as
to the order 1n which expres ions are put ., • • • • 4

In attempting to a.eoount for omission of n cessary

rords, teachers of the deaf who are familiar wi th the sign

lan uage fr quently observe that �r1 tten e xpressions

ro

3Theo, t • H . Irion, " The Place of Language in Mental
Development, " P roceeciings .2f the 32d eeting _2.£ American
In tructor of � Dear. p. 127.
4aarry Beat, Deafn ss and the Deaf in the United
State s, P • 52 0.
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set down just as if the etudent had first entertained a

visual train of image ry with himself using signs .

This is

espeeially true of prepositions, articles, auxiliary verbs,
and mod1f'1 rs.

At times som

students can be observed sign

ing to them elves outwardly as they write .

Lest the foregoing be mistakingly taken as a major

reason tor the omis3ion of words and other language diffi

culti es ,, it should be stat-ed that t he wri tten compositions

of deaf children follow practically the same 11ne of

inaccuracies whe re the s ign language is not known--as in the
"pure oral" atmo phere of

ome schools .

At its very beat,

the aign language accompanied by finger spelling produces a
lan age pattern beyond reproach.

The conclusion h$ re 1s

that the s1gn language in constant usage lessens the practice
and repetition of English w��ch would lead to a mor

type of composition.

norm.al

Vocabulary, too , tends to rems.in

limited because there are few s ynonyma.

Finally, too many omi sions are the re sult of habits

differing from student to student .

It

as noted in the

tabulation of omi ssions that certain students tend d to

leave out tho same pa.rt of speech r p� atedly ,

In the ease

of auxiliary verbs some u ages and eonstruc tions had, for

come reason er othe r, never becom a part of the studen t ' s

expressions.

teachin

Omitted preposition s �tem from the inauffieient

of CQ..'l'flI!lo nplace phras s.

Use of fra

ents of prope r

nouns indicates laek of attention to the a.eoepted e ourtesy of
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gettine n . s ri ght.
Reoommendat1 ons
Omission of' neees sary words is worthy of elo er atten

tion than ha

singl
ren.

type of

been the wont be cause they cons t3. tute th largest
rro:r in the written composi ti on of deaf child ...

with both shock and a Fi sin6 feelin6 of optimism

It 1

that a teacher of the dear can eontempla.te the possibili tiee
of remedia1 mea.su?'es .

Mos t o:f' us probably bave b n unaware

tfaat omissions ex.1 st to so great e.n extent, but our experience

in correc ting wr.1.tt-en c ompositions ha

much easier to

been such that it 1

oint out to the ehildren that words are mies

lng then to call their attention to oth r types or mistakes.
Omi siens can best be dealt wi th on an individual

etudent basis wi th the teacher keeping a record o

Dr1ll1<rork

th er�ors. ,

hould be s.peeii'i e ; rspeti tion should serve to

eliminate errors one by one.

Although it is not as e asy as

1 t may sound, the student should be guided. into t he pra.etic

of doini:; hie own proofre ading to avoid the se omissions .
co rrecting compo 1 ti.on

In

1 t is far better to i ndicate be.fore

a line that a.n omission exists rather than to point out the
exaet location o:f the mie eing word.,

A ea.ret in the le:rt

margin would provide a suitable clue if
use

system

or

col"reetional sym'bols.

te eher desired t

M re pre sentat· on 0£ ob ject lessons in lan

age usage
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l a insufficient .

The principle s must be taught and then

understood by t he students.

Then eorn.e drillwork and applica

tion followed by eonstant repe tition.

Thi s can be done in

the case of letters--beyond doubt the rorm of written eompo-

sition destined to be most used by the student throughout
lite .

I t is in the i r letters that most students reveal the ir

true language ability, and the spontaneous natur
reveals more than other type s of compositions.

ing, d.eaf students write t to types or letters .

of the le tter

Lroadly speak

The first type

is the short, matter-of-fact, letter reasonably free of omis
sions and other error s.
eontent .

It 1 e stereotyped in both .fovm and

This 1 s the easy way out for both student and teae_ier,

time -saving and free of. mental exertion .

The second type is

full o ' ideas requ.1 rins long and painstaking effort on tP...e part
of the student and laborious d liberation by the teacher in an

effort to make it a presentable eo:mmunioation.

Quite often

there is temptation to blu -pencil entire sent nces or para
graphs rather than to unscrambl

the expressions.

Unless pointedly ve rbose the second type

or lette r

pre sents a wonderful opportunity for language improvement .

Usually it i s the result of chance rather than through e fforts

by the teacher to draw out idea thro -h explanation and

impression

Ther

s to what makes for a good "give-a.nd-t ke" letter.

is oonsiderabl merit to the suggestion that the deaf

child need to make more use of " small ta.lk0 and pertinent

4
J

discussion of topics rather than to wri te merely unews 0 •

The availability ef ideas in written composition agai!

calls attention to t he relationship of lan
development.
after?

nge to mental

hich should be mo t sought

hi.eh comes fir st?

How does the one implement the other?

These atte

questions W1 thout answe,rs because development of language

and development of tnental ab111 ty are at least concomitant
1£ not identical.

During the intermediate grades the de f student paase e

through the er! tlcal state of dev lopment of his wr it 'ten oom

position.

His ab1lity 1:nust expand or remain at a s tandstill

as he paese

on to t he advanced grades .

Power of exp:ression

must not remain confined to the na�rative type of composition
to which he has become closely accustomed.

Imagination must

be given full rein; power of pro j otion needs to grow beyond the

eonore te and habitual pre sent ,

Omission of shall and will found

in this study calls for greater u e of the ruture t nae.

Unles

the perfect ten e is introduced and become familiar, it will

continue to

eem unnatural to the deaf stud nt .

oomposi tions are needed to develope aoeurat

D seriptive

word pictures;

the exposition and th argument ti on call f or clear thinking

with a logical sequence of ideas .

Ar

these beyond the scope

of the deaf children in the intermediate

ades ?

are to some extent, but unles s they are used to

Perhap

timule.t

they

thinking and power or written expression the problem becomes
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almost insurmountable in the adv nee d grace �

Attraetive surroundings , abundant cpportunit1 s for

meaningful expe1,ienee s , and suitable materials promote
creative ex pression mong young deaf children.
ef.fervesce in que ts of outlets.

here is

They simply

o:me carryover of

this interest to the intermediate grade s . but by the t1ma th
deaf students reach the advanced grades a plateau ha.a usual.l

be n reae}-i..e d ,

Specific Suggestions
What 1 s most nee ded for tb advanced atudents-.. -at

lea t at Tennessee Sohool for the D af--is in rea$ d motiva•
tion in re ding, vocabulary, and adequ te u e of Engli h.

The omission of words, together with th.e r language sho:rt
co:mings, 1s a proble ,l for ll te eher -...not only for the

teacher of Engli h,

foregoing

Some suggestions 1n addition to the

ight prove valuable :

l . There must be continued emphasis on th dictum that

"eve ry teacher shoul
the subject taugh •

2 . Th.ere must b

b

a teaeher of language� re 6 rd.le s s of

more of a reading atmospher ,

In the

intermediate grad a ea.re should be given t t he stimulation
of' reading interest before 1t i s too late .

grades mor

In the advanced

attention should be devot d to 1 nd1vi d.u.al prob

lems in re din .

Ev ry possible avenu

should be explored
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to increase outside and recreational readin .

3 . Visual aid deserve more emphasia--to stimulate

interest in the printed word 1n a.ddi t i on to t heir role a

instructional devices in language usage.

4.

Students should be eneouraged to write more letters

nd to seek help from teaeher s in their composition.

feeling that t he bi-weekly lette rs home

The

re sub ject t o s ome

censorship needs to be c ombatted lest the students tend to

write long letters outside the classroom in hich errors
cannot be eliminated .

5,

Among t he advaneed s tudents there is a great need

for .feature-length news items for th eehool paper.

Those

individuals vho posse ss talent, ho ever sli ht, should be
urged to wri te s tori e s in the thi rd person to b e printed

under their byline .

This has been done in the pa.st, and

there is no rea on why it cannot b resumed .

locate and submit typ1eal examples of stories.

Teachers co d
The first

attempts might be clo e imitati ons 1n style •. b·�t thi s shoul d

not be considered dis couraging or !'utile.

6. Courtesy notes should not be overlooked

s forms

of written composition conducive to bett-0r language .

notes should actually be �itten to be mailed ,

ew..ance th social education or the students a s

These

They would
ell.

7 , Prae tical experiences ar-e abundant to serve as

the sub j ects of written compositions .

Students could be
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asked to wri te reviews of the movies they see•• .hether
their un-.er tanding i

commendable or not.

These themes

should offer a onnn nts nd evaluati ons in addition to out
lining plots .

Sports event , parties , pro • a.ma , and other

ba.ppenine � could also be diseu.ssed in ·. ri ting..,

8 . 'i'hoae students who have suff:i.cient ability in

speech and speech reading should be given every- opportunity
to combine these talents with written composi ti on.

Speeob.

and speech reading work sihould go far beyond simple narrative

material .

9 . Th�ough the pri ncipal or other supervi s ory person

nel there should be a better coordination o:f W'l'.1. tt-en languag�

work between the intermediate and advanced. grade s .

Both

groups need more in�ormation as to the problems of eaeh other.

There should be frequent consultations about individual

students .

10. To promote greater usage of wri tten English, lees

timf should be spent on workbooks whose contenta all too

frequently stress formal grammar rather than functional usa e .
Tbne spent in the e las room 1 s too short and valuable t o be

xpended upon drillwork intended foP. norm.al hearing students
whose language problems a.re of a di fferent nature.

CHAP ER VI
SUMMARY
Acquisition of language by deaf children 1s a slow

proc e ss which usually falls short of the degree of perfection

found in the normal c hild whose achievement i s t
of orderly and natural developme nt.

result

The problem of educating

the deaf child is the problem of teaehlng him languaGe •

His

shortcomings have re sulted in numerou s systems and devices

intended to build up hi s language step-'by-step with results

tar from satisfactory and with no f'inal solution in sight.
Errors Ma.de by Deaf Students
Certain types of errors are c ommon to the written

compositions of deaf children.

A study by Thompson revealed

that the omi ssion of necessary words figured as the major

single type of error .

Hi s findings in omia�ions per 1000

:running words listed article s separately .

be ascertained, no subsequent attempt wa

A

f'ar

s could

made to analyze

the various elas 1fioat1on of errors by sub� types.
The Problem

Thi s study was an attempt to analyze the particular

nature of the omissions in the written c ompositions of
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students in the advanced grades at Tennessee School for the

Deaf with view to possible remedial measures.

Collection

of specimens of compositions, tabulation of omissions, and

a scertaining relationships between these errors provided

the three ma j or phases of the problem.

For purposes of

comparison specimens of compositions by the preparatory

class at Gallaudet College were obtained a nd likewise pro
cessed .

The students in both groups were classified accord

ing to nature and onset of deafness and omissions were

tabulated separately .

Interpretation of these language

faults and recommendations with view to their elimination
were final stages of the problem .

Value of Such a Study
Thia undertaking proceeded with the position that

such research might lead to the underlying causes of one of

the greatest disabilities of deaf chi ldren in their written

language .

I t was indicated that too much time and effort

have been spent stressing methods or systems of teaching

language rather than dealing wi th specific types of errors.
Difficulties and Shortcomings
Thi a study was limited to the students in only one

school for the deaf, and differences in class ability and

instructional procedures mi ght render the findings incon-
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There were problems

elusi ve for students in other s chools .

in tabulating errors that introduced the element of personal
judgm.ent which mi ght vary from teacher to teacher .
revious Research
• cept fo:r Thompson ' a summary of errors a.n

a few

1ne1dental comments in widely diverse articles appearing in

---- --- - - --

the Volta Review and American Annals of the Dear . similar
re. search concernin

the omission of nece ssary word s in the

written language o:f deaf children is lacki ng.
Procedure Involved

Omi sions were tabulated according to usage as parts

of speech .

Interj ections were not included because of their

absence from the lan

age of the deaf oh.1ldren studi ed .

It

was found advisable to list articles as a group s eparate from
adjectives beeause of their frequent omi ssion.

vere mad
Deaf as

of the advanced students at

Tabulations

ennessee School for the

group, and sub-classifications were made for thos

eong nitally deaf, those adventitiously deaf before five. and

thos

adventitiously deaf after five .

The same procedure was used for the preparatory students

at Gallaudet College except for the difference in sub-groups-
congenitally deaf, adventitiously deaf, and hard-of�h aring.
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O:rnissions of the article s and the $even parts of speech

were then expressed a per cents of the total omissions and
ranked accordingly in each tabulation.

Lastly, the advanced s tud nts a.t Tennessee School for

the Deaf sere compared as a group with the preparatory students

at Gallaudet College as to the nature of their omissions .
Findings
Omissions by TSD Student�

Articles r-epreoented 25. 3% of the o iseions made in

501 specimens of compositions by the TSD students.

came next with 17 . 7%.

Verbs

The subsequent rankings were : Prep

ositions, 13.6 ; noun , 13.0%; pronouns, 10. �/4; adverbs,
9 . 2 ; Adjeotives, 5. 5%; a1'l.d conjunctions , 5 . 2;1,.

In the sub-group of congenitally deaf students there

was no change in rankings and but little difference in the

per oents.

Becau se they composed nearly half the entire

group the influence of their errors was great.

Students adrentit1ously deaf be rore five made the

same kinds of errors as did the whole group and tho e who

were congenitally deaf.

The students adventitiously deaf' after i'ive made more

omissions of verbs than artielea, but the difference was so
small that the rankings have low validity .

were third and fourth, respecti vely .

Nouns and p�onouns

Conjunctions, adverbs,
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and preposition
ad jectives wer

were closely bunched in that order, and

last .

( 1) Definite arti-

Some speeific findings included :

cles er

omitted more than the ind finite rticles ; { 2) t

auxiliary verbs are left out more o ften than complete verb ;

( 3 ) prepositions were o.mitt d mo t fr qu ntly as the single

word instea ' of a s the phrase ; ( 4 ) ther

w s a decided failure

to write the co plete forms of proper nouns ; ( 5 } pronoun
to be omitted whe re needed as subj e ot

adverbs o f tim

to b

and

of sentences ; ( 6)

tended

lace the the explet1 ve th�re were prone

overlooked ; ( 7 ) demonatrativ

ing adj ective some 1 r

often abs nt

adjectives and the limit
here called fqr ; and

( 8 ) omi . sion o:r eonjunetions occurred fr quently before the

last item in

nate clau& s.

serie s as � ell as the introduction to subordi-

Omissions by G llaudet Preparato;£Z Student

The 55 students in the Gallaudet group omitted the

articles more than any other part of speech--19 . 9 per e ent
of the total omissions ..

There was littl

di f"ference to be

noted in the s baequent rankings of pre o itions , pronouns, and
verbs--16 • 71 , 16. 2 ;. and 15 .3;, r espectively.

Nouns accounted

( 7. 6%) ; and ad j ective s (5. 9, ) fol owed in tha

order.

for 10 . 6% of the omi ssions.

Adverbs ( . 8% ) , conjunctions

T enty congenitally deaf students omitted prepositions

more -�:12n any ot er

art of speee

:for 19 11 7% o:f their total
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omissions .

Verbs and articles trailed closely� followed by

pronouns , nouns, and eon junctiona.

held an equal rank at th

Adjectiv s and adverbs

bottom of the tabulation .

The fifteen adventitiously deaf students in this group

had too few omissions to give much validity to the findings

since nouns, p ronouns, verbs, and articles we:re almost equal
in rank.

Prepositions, conjunctions, adjectives, and adverbs

fell into subeequ nt places in the eight-item ranking.

Articles were omitted most orten by the hard-or-hearing

students ( 25 .. 1%) .

Pronouns ( 18 . 9% ) and prepositions ( 14. 5% )

eame next, followed by a tie for fourth between verbs and

adverbs.
list.

Nouns ,, oonjunctions t and adjectives completed the

Comparison between �SD and Gallaudet Student�

Using the rank-difference (Spear.man ) method, it was

found that the correlation between types of omissi on was a
posi tive
groups .

. BB . Articles were omitted most often by both

Prepositions ranked high .for both groups,

Thus

this study found that although the Gallaudet students made

fewer• errors o:r omission they tended to make the same kinds
of omis sions.

Both groups omitted the definite article the more

-

-

than the indefinite articles a and an .

Conclusions
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nd Recommendati ons

Reasons for Omis ions

( l) Dependence upon the visual ratho !· than the audit

ory a nse is a factor in retardation of lan :uage development
in the deaf ohild .

{ 2 ) The deaf child lacks the ability to make self ...

corr otion

of his omission .

He has no compensation for

the intuition which tells the normal hearing eh1ld that a
sentence does not

0

sound ri�ht" .,

( 3 ) Insu£fio 1 nt repetition and usa2e or words and

language weigh heavily against the deaf child .

( 4 ) Visual imagery is responsible for many word

omissions beo�use concrete objects dominate the thoughts.

( 5) Until the deaf child ean deal with the abstract,

his mentality is und rdeveloped.

More stre s should

in linking the concrete by means or the abstraat-�by u

made
ng

article s, prepositions, con junctions, and some1 hat le s so

ad jectives and adverbs.
r

( 6 ) It is true that the sign language is to some extent

ponsibl

for omission of necessary words beeause quite a

few dear children think out expressions in signs before writing.

( 7 ) � any omissions are due to 1.ndividual habits which

become fixed and difficult to eliminate.
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� commendations

by each

The teach r could do well to keep

record of omi ssions

tudent and to drill accordingly for improven1ent.

a system of correction of compositions is u ed , the student
should be

If

neou.raged to proofread hi s compo i tions to find out

what words he has omitted.

Letters offer an excellent means for application of

principle s and drillwork.
as well as languag

itself.

Ideas should rec ive attention

The deaf child needs more of the

u give-and-take" sort of letter .

In the intermedi ate grades a stepped-up program is

needed 1n composition.

enough.
tense.

Narrative composition alone is not

There is too much thinking i n the habitual present

More use hould be made of the future tense.

In

wr1 ting de soriptive; exposi tive, and a:rgum ntative composi 
tions there must be practice in the logical arran ,ement of

idea .

Clo er coordination betw en intermediate and adve.naed

teachers oould be helpful .

readin

atmo pbere

There i o a ne d for more of a

t both _evel .

y tudents ne d greater encouragement in writing letters ,

new s items, and courte y notes .

Practical experienc s and

chool happenings offer

varied sub jects for written compositions.

hese pro jects

should involve discussion type papers as well as factual

accounts �

A great deal ot the time spent on workb00.ks intended

tor normal hearing children could be bettor utilized in

practice 1n wrt tten co:mpositien, correction, and specifie

drillwork.
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APPE'.11D IX

SAMPLES OF WORD OMISSI ONS
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These li stings are representative samples of' each type

of omission .

they

Omitted words or phrases are underlined where

re eonaidered ne ces sary .

The sent noe s used as illus

trations l-J'ere copied without correction of gramn1e.tical

or mechani cal errors occuring therein 1n addition to omi tted

word s .

Nouns
Omission of part of a proper noun :

I want you to come to vist the Carl bad Caverns 1n
Texas with me next eu?11mer 1r nothing happen to you.
Omission of a oommon noun:

The Monticello state has been in many hand s before at
last it was sold to the government for ;;;5oo� coo.
Omission

or a c omm.on noun as part or a Erepositional phras�:

One of the ae brothers, Juan, w as the mo&t brilliant child
in the familz.
Pronouns
At last Robert asked � brother w hy they wer-e busy _

I ( H) ope that everything is getting along fine a.round
the neighborhood .
I thanked Grandfather very much because he gave El! a
lemon pie.

64
Verb
Omission of verbs:

-

It is

pen trom 10 o ' clock to 2 o ' clock.

This s tory starts out when 3moky wa s bo�n on a cold
winter do.y and _till.! how he got along .
Omission of auxil'-- an ve,rbs :
I gue ss I fil.ll close for now.

It is all right but you should u.nde stand you mu t let
me know if I can go home .

H h ard t i.at Aaron Burr was � ing an exp dition down
to New Orleans .
Omission of perfect t nae forms:

He has been through eollege and has spent two years at
an en zineering school.
I wi sh I could � spend ye ""terday with you at home.
Adverbs
I want to visit at my hom a.bout 3 days and � come
back to school.
I will write you a gain soon .

25 .

I am happy that yo'tl will eome to take me � October
I arrive h ar s�felI •
Adjective s

A fte r George Washington • s death, he left the whole 5000
acre s to r.J. s nephew, Judge Bushrod \iasbington

r am very !!!Ber
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to s�e Dorothy and Pete .

He had a fight iith

.!£!!. men during his s tay in Bath.

Prepositions
Omi s sion

or preposition it e lf:

Also Rebecca won an award or :;p.$0 for wr1 ting a poem
clearing the year 1 s mortgage at hom� and kept her :mother .
I want you to come after me at 3 : 30 1!' you can.

Omissl,o:n ef pre po u�ion as

;ea.rt

of' a. pre;zos1 ti onal Ehras,En

I know him bz �is;h� but I don't know hl

name.

C on june tions
Ond s sion before the last itern of a seri.es :

Dear Mother • Daddyt � Sister,

-

Th mo t important cha�acters 1n the book are Robert
E. Lee, Mrs. Lee , and Mr . Lee .
Omission where necessary to introduce clauses ;

Don t t worry about me beee.qse now ! am all right .
Articles

Omis�ion ot the d efinite article :

Stubb killed a black whale and he was fond of �
taste of flesh.

� I:rish: oma.n told Tom that she liv d. fa!' away by the
sea and in summer children bathed and played 1n the s ea.
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Omission of t h
o:f the

1ndefini te

:rticles :

Th Capitol has � place amon the beautiful buildinGa
orld .

I am very surprised that P ggy had !ill e-ngagoment ring
to Charles Ward .
Infinit1ves
I like ,12 work for her.

I am going to writ
I am doin · :fine now,

thi a 1 etter to

!!!, you know

that

Then she went to � Grandfather si tting on the bench .
ultiple Omi

ion

ome sentences cont ined m lti le omissions of neces

sary words as well as other er:rors .

or this sort is

iven:

Below a typical s entence

n I been wait for m.other eome over my school a.bout hour . "

The se ntence in eorrected form appe rs t hus :

-

" I had been wa.it (in,;;;, } for
o.hool ,for'1bou t an hour. "

-

( :t-t ) o the r �

The underscored words 1nd1cat

co1ne ov r !,2 my

omissions ; the eban -es

shown in par ntha ses represent othe r errors.

In this sentence

alone there were five omissions : ( 1 ) verb--perreet tense

auxiliary; ( 2 ) 1nfin1tive--used as an adverb ; ( 3 ) and ( 4 )

----

prepvsi ticns-..........
to and ..,.._.,.
for; and (5 ) article ... •inde.finite n �

